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QUESTIONS

1. (a) Explain the term Expressive,
(b) Discuss with example, types of Relational operator in Fortran
(c) Write a fortran program to calculate the income tax for employee of a named 

company using the information below
(i) Employee name

Basic salary
Income Tax are based onthe table

Category Tax
1 10% of Basic salary
2 20% of Basic salary
3 30% of Basic salary
4 40% of Basic salary

Draw a flowchart to illustrate your Answer

2. (a) State all the rules involved in Naming variables in Fortran
(b) Itemized different types of variables in Fortran
(c) State and explain stages involved in programming

3. (i) What is Operator?
(ii) What is Variable?
(iii) List steps involved in running a fortran program
(iv) Discuss the coding sheet of fortran programming
(v) Write a fortran program to read two number, determine their average.

4. (a) Write a fortran program to generate weekly wages of staff, using the formula
Wages  = Hourly Worked x Rate

(b) Itemized the basic fortran coding sheet rules
(c) Differentiate between fortran Integer constants and dReal Constants, giving 

examples on each cases.

5. (a) Explain the term Expression
(b) Write out the fortran equivalent for the following Algebrar equation.

(i) A  = At  20B;
(ii) Y  =   a2 +  b/

k

(iii) t = h2v + pt2

(iv) T  = (b2 4ac)/2a
(v) A  =  2as + t2

(c) List and explain fortran basic character set.

6. (a) What is algorthms? State attribute of algorthms
(b) Write a fortran program to calculate the perimeter of a rectangle using the 

formula
Perimeter  = 2 (Length x Breadth)

(c) State all the rules to conform with in Naming a variable.
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